
ABOUT WRITING A RESUME

Once you've learned how to write a resume, you'll never be far from a paycheck. We're here to explain the ins and outs
of writing one, so you.

Tip Adding a quantifiable or measurable point to each experience will give the hiring manager confidence in
your abilities. For more information on composing an education section, we offer a full guide. I possess
multiple skill sets. There are, however, three main types of skills to include: Technical skills These are the
skills that are learned or gained through experience. Professional Experience Your professional experience is
the most important part of your resume. Taking the time to choose the best type of resume for your situation is
well worth the effort. This can be next to the company or immediately underneath. Leadership, critical
thinking, management, and communication, just to name a few. Managed a team of developers to create
products for several industries, such as FinTech and HR tech. Download the resume template compatible with
Google Docs or Word Online or read the example below. No matter how many pages your resume is, try
putting your most impressive qualifications high up on the first page with a summary or skills section.
Additional Resume Writing Resources. Optional Minor. Your responsibilities would be: Reach out to potential
clients over the phone or email. Possess a deep knowledge of local craft beers, wine, spirits, and cocktails, as
well as their optimal food pairings. List Achievements When Possible One of the most common resume
mistakes is listing only responsibilities in your work experience section. They are either directly relevant to
the position or will at least come in handy. The same applies to your job search - the HR manager spends
around 6 seconds scanning each resume. Instead, try to use words common in the industry. Our simple resume
introduction flowchart will show you how to start a resume that inspires interviews. For most hiring managers,
this is what they look for immediately after seeing your name. If you are fresh out of school, you might even
consider placing your education background before your professional profile. For instance, college or high
school students that lack seasoned professional experience benefit from emphasizing their education by
placing it before the professional experience section. This is not a list of your duties. Seeking to leverage my
bartending skills to fulfill the Head Bartender position at your restaurant. Proficient at determining faults and
conducting repairs. Depending on your professional experience, you may want to consider switching the order
of the professional experience and education sections. Chronological, hybrid, and functional formatting styles
each serve a specific purpose.


